problems, the window based model has been proposed to find the neighbourhood for point spatial data sets and the multiple window model for extended spatial data objects. N-most prevalent co-location patterns approach has been used to filter the number of co-location pattern generation. More generic and efficient multiple window based model algorithm has been presented for co-location pattern analysis.
OVERVIEW OF CO-LOCATION ANALYSIS AND RELATED CONCEPTS 4.3.1 EVENT CENTRIC APPROACH
The reference feature centric model, window centric model and event centric model are the important model for Co-location patterns analysis. The interesting measures (Yan Hung et al, 2004) , are used to determine useful co-location patterns from the spatial data. The interesting measures are specified in a different way in various models. Consider figure 4.1 as an example of spatial data which is set to illustrate the event centric model. In the figure 4.1, spatial data set T={A,B,C} and instances {A0,B0,..} are represented. T is spatial feature type and I is the unique id inside each spatial feature type. For example, B: 2 represent the instance 2 of the spatial feature B. Two instances are connected by edges if they have a spatial neighbour relationship. A co-location rule is of the form: c1 =>c2 (p, cp), where c1 and c2 are co-locations, c1∩ c2 = Ø, p is a number representing the prevalence measure, and cp is a number measuring conditional probability. An important concept behind this method is proximity neighbourhood.
User will provide a relationship between its types. Then based upon the relationship, the instances of different types are connected as shown in figure 4.1. Now, based on neighbourhood relationship, clique formation is checked. For e.g. in figure 4.1, A0 instance is in the neighbourhood of B0 and C1. After getting all the relationship between all the instances, participation of each type in a relationship is calculated. The participation ratio pr (c, f i ) for feature type f i in a size-k co-location C (f1, . ,.f k ).
Participation Ratio = No of instances of fi in the relationship / Total no of instances of fi.
For e.g. participation ratio of A in A -B relationship is 3/4. The three instances of A, i.e. A0, A1, A2, out of total four participate in A-B relationship. The participation index pi (cp) of a co-
. The participation index (Yan Hung et al, 2004 ) is used as the measure of prevalence of a co-location. For e.g. participation index of AB is min (pr (A), pr (B)), i.e. min (3/4, 2/5), therefore, pi of AB is 2/5. 
METHODOLOGY
Step 1 Initialization:: User provides the neighbourhood relationship between the objects.
Step 2 For k in (2, 3,. . . . ., K -1) and previous Co-location is found to do. Event Centric approach co-location patterns are as shown in Table 4 .1 for various size k.
First one candidate pattern is generated, and then two candidate patterns are generated.
Neighbourhood instances are identified based on the clique formation between the event instances. Table 4 .1 (b) shows the candidate sets based on the cliques between instances of A-B, B-C, A-C. In the event A-B, there are three cliques A0-B0, A1-B3, A2-B3. If the prevalence threshold is set too high, there is like to be only a small number of result sets or even nil result. If the threshold is too low, too many result patterns can be generated with an exceedingly long computational time. They make the analysis of the discovered patterns impractical and even futile. So, to improve it, N-most prevalent co-located event set has been introduced. In particular, the task of mining N-most prevalent co-location pattern from a spatial data set is to find N co-located event sets with the highest participation index values per the pattern size. For example, in the process of figure 4.1, if N is 2, the N-most prevalent mining, spatial co-location patterns co-located event sets of size 2 is {B, C}} and {A, C}} since they have higher participation index values than other event sets, {A, B}.
K-co-located event set is a co-location containing k event types.
The N-most prevalent k-co-located event sets: Let L be a list of all k-co-located event sets by descending their participation index values, and let p be the participation index of the N th k-colocated event set in the list L. The N-most prevalent k-co-located event sets is a set of k-colocated event sets having a participation index ≥ p.
The N-most prevalent co-location patterns are the union of the N-most prevalent k-co-located event sets for 2 ≤ k ≤ kmax, where kmax is the maximum size of co-location patterns.
Given spatial objects S o i  , the neighbourhood transaction of i o is defined as set of spatial For example, in figure 4.1, C0 has neighbour relationships with each A2, B1 and B3. The event neighbourhood transaction of C is {A, B} including C as shown in table 4.1(b).
Step 1 Pre process 1) Initialization: user provides the neighbourhood relationship.
2) ST = gen_neighbour_transactions (S, R);
Step 2 
5) calculate_upper_pi (C);
Step 3 Pruning 1) Generate the N-most prevalence co-location patterns.
Tree for Event A Tree for event B Tree for event C 
MULTIPLE WINDOW BASED MODEL APPROACH FOR CO-LOCATION PATTERN ANALYSIS
Co-location patterns analysis has two important constraints. One is a minimum prevalent threshold of co-locations, and the distance threshold is second one to define spatial neighbourhood. Two strategies have been used to estimate a fixed distance for a conceptualization of neighbourhood in N-most prevalent approach. One is a nearest neighbour based approach and the other is a spatial autocorrelation based approach. The nearest neighbour based technique is efficient when a user desires to assure that each object has a minimum number of neighbours in deciding spatial neighbourhood. The spatial autocorrelation based technique can find distances promoting clustering as spatial dependency phenomena. The result of nearest neighbour based approach depends on the number of nearest neighbours given where the neighbourhood is not dynamic. Spatial autocorrelation plays an important role in geographical analysis. The formula for Moran's index is complicated. In event centric model, the neighbourhoods have been defined by the user. However, it is difficult for users to decide appropriate distance threshold values without prior knowledge of their spatial data.
In order to overcome the above constraints, following solution has been proposed as the contribution to the area of co-location pattern analysis.For overcoming the first constraint, the problem of finding N-most prevalent co-located event sets was introduced where N is the desired number of co-located event sets with the highest interest measure values per each pattern size. If the prevalence threshold is set too high, there may be only a small number of result sets or sometimes nil result. If the threshold is as well low, in addition, many result patterns can be generated with an exceedingly long computational time. They make the analysis of the discovered patterns impractical and even useless. So, to improve it, N-most prevalent co-located event was introduced.
To improve on the distance neighbourhood constraint the "Window" Model is introduced. In this window based model, a distance measure is taken from the user, and a Euclidean bounding window is created around that point spatial object. The spatial objects which are within this neighbourhood are said to be in the neighbourhood of that particular spatial object as shown in figure 4 .3. Window model avoids the relationship specification by the user as an input into the system. For example, in Figure 4 .4, A0 has C1 and B1 in its window area. Therefore, A0 has the neighbourhood relationship with C1 and B1. Another example is B2, which has no other object in its window area; therefore, B2 doesn't have any neighbourhood relationship to other objects.
This window model will generate the neighbourhood relationship between the objects which can then be used in further calculations. As in general, event centric approach and N-most prevalent approach, user should provide the relationship between objects. But by using window model the user can get the neighbourhood relationship by just providing the size for the window. The range for creating the multiple windows for the spatial data set is decided dynamically, as the user might not be having the previous knowledge of detailed spatial data. The concept of multiple windows has been taken into account. There is no need to have user-specified values to define the window and neighbourhood relationship. A number of windows are generated around each object as shown in figure 4.5. Each window defines a unique relationship to another object.
For each window, the algorithm generates co-location candidates which in turn are pruned to generate co-location patterns. From the output, the user can decide what is required in the task.
MODELLING NEIGHBOURHOOD USING MULTIPLE WINDOW APPROACH
Different techniques to define the neighbourhood have been used. The "Window" based system is applied initially. The window based system takes the input from the user for defining the Euclidean distance around an object. Taking input from the user suffers from a lot of setbacks.
Many co-location patterns may not be detected if the input of the user is too small. The "Multiwindow" based model, which defines a range of windows for detecting the neighbourhood around an object has been taken into consideration. This multi-window model doesn't suffer from the prior flaw. In Geospatial environment, a window is a zone of specified distance around spatial objects. Neighbourhood, being calculated as the boundary should be equidistance from the object. E.g. in the case of a point object boundary being a circle in case of extended spatial objects (such as line or polygon) then the boundary will be the isoline equidistance to the edges of objects. On the user-specified spatial data, multiple-window model is applied to define the neighbourhood relationship objects. In this step, the neighbourhood of the spatial objects is checked and based upon their attribute values; a neighbourhood is decided and using a dynamic boundary; the co-location patterns are generated. The support ratio Pr (f 1 ,f 2 ……f k ) for a feature set C={ f 1 ,f 2 ……f k } is G(f 1 ,f 2 ……f k ) / the total area of the plane, where G (f 1 ,f 2 ……f k ) is the Euclidean neighbourhood of the set C. The support ratio serves as the prevalence measure in this method. The window based model has a major challenge in dealing with the large number of overlapping (Hui Xiong et al, 2004) operations which find intersection area among windows of spatial objects through geometric intersections. To reduce the overlay, overlapping should be avoided and it can be done using the formula given below. The Conditional Probability Pr (C2|C1) of a co-location rule C1->C2 is the probability of finding the neighbourhood of C2 in the neighbourhood of C1. It is computed as N (C1 U C2)/N (C1).
In case, the sample data is shown as in figure 4.8, with two types A and B. Both A and B with two instance each, let the spatial working area be 8 * 8.
Therefore, the range of possibility for the window is calculated as: Hence, range of the window varies from 1 to limit at integer values. In this example, figure 4.8 there are four objects, therefore, limit = 2. So, the range is defined from 1 to 2. Therefore, there would be two neighbourhood relationships between objects, one with window size 1 and other with size 2. For each window size support ratios are calculated to generate the co-location patterns.
CANDIDATE CO-LOCATION GENERATION
Based on the neighbourhood relationship defined by the multiple windows, for each individual window candidates are generated. All generated candidates are then processed for pruning. After finding the neighbourhood relationship, the support ratio for every relationship is calculated. In above data set, there is only one relationship A-B. So, calculating the support ratio for A-B has to be made. The above mentioned multiple window based co-location pattern algorithm is proposed to discover co-location patterns from different types of spatial data such as point, line and polygon.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT
Dev-C++ is used in the implementation. It is easy and convenient to use this tool for implementation. Data sets are taken as input from the user and tested on the implemented algorithms. The algorithm has been tested with synthetic data set, and the co-located patterns generated have been found in different cases as shown in figure 4.10 and 4.11. The single window approach generates fewer numbers of patterns, which omit important patterns owing to limited neighbours in the window as in figure 4.10. The multiple window approach includes important pattern and generates more co-location patterns as shown in figure 4 .11. The co-located patterns generated have been found to be more optimized and dynamic in the proposed methodology. Considering the fact that the user may not be having the prior knowledge of data sets, defining the neighbourhood relationship with the more dynamic approach has been tried.In this work, algorithm for co-location mining for different types of spatial data objects is proposed. The existing techniques are studied and it has been implemented. The event centric model was first started where the algorithm faced two major constraints, first is a minimum prevalent threshold of co-locations, and the other is a distance threshold to define spatial neighbourhood.
The N-most prevalent co-location pattern algorithm was implemented where the first constraint was improved, such that users can control their interesting patterns in the number of desired patterns. As the user might not be having prior knowledge of their task-specific data set, a window model was proposed to improve the second constraint in both the above methods. Both the methods are modified and are implemented and tested with window model. Window model is used to provide the distance threshold to define spatial neighbourhood. Then, the extended spatial data objects was tried to make it applicable by introducing the multiple-window model to make it more dynamic in its neighbourhood selection. The window model on two real data sets has been applied; one is on landslide data of Coonoor taluk to identify the houses, agriculture land and road which are affected by landslide, since these patterns are co-located in the window region as shown in figure 4.12. 3 (a) ), it can be concluded that event centric approach depends on the user-specified threshold value for generating co-location patterns. So, the user must have to a prior knowledge of their data sets, whereas, in N-most, prevalent patterns approach, the number of patterns generated are controlled by the user. N specifies the number of patterns to be generated for each size.
Comparison for extended data objects. The below results infer the following:
In an existing window approach, the window value is user defined. So, the outcomes are biased in terms of window value. As the number of generated co-location patterns can be very low if a window value is low, whereas in multiple window models, the window value will be a range of values with integer intervals.
In an existing window approach, the number of co-location patterns generated would be less when compared to the multiple window models as the multiple window model works on range of window values.
In an existing window approach, the user needs to have a prior knowledge of the existing condition to make a correct estimate for the number of co-location patterns to be generated whereas the multiple window model does not have any such requirement. It is more generic. Existing window approach is less efficient as compared to the multiple window model because the window value is user defined, and it may miss out important co-location patterns.
Number of co-location pattern generation is more in multiple window approach comparatively than that of single window approach. The execution time for multiple windows is more than single window and less than an even centric and n-prevalent approach.
SUMMARY
In this work, multiple window based algorithm is proposed for co-location mining for distinct types of spatial data objects. The different co-location pattern analysis algorithms are discussed like the event centric approach and N-most prevalent co-location patterns. The N-most prevalent co-location pattern algorithm is implemented where the first constraint was improved, such that users can control their interesting patterns in the number of desired patterns. As the user might not be having prior knowledge of their task-specific data set, a window model is proposed to improve the second constraint in both the above methods. Both the methods are modified and are implemented and tested with window model. Window model is used to provide the distance threshold to define spatial neighbourhood. Then, the extended spatial data objects was tried to make it applicable by introducing the multiple-window model to make it more dynamic in its neighbourhood selection. Here, only the Boolean features in co-location pattern generation were tested. In future, the algorithm can be tested for continuous and categorical features.
